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Dear Dr. J. A. Le Good:

Thanks you very much for your time and effort on this manuscript. We have revised manuscript in light of the reviewer 1 comments, as noted below:

1. **Our Feedback:** The original question has been answered, except in one minor point: Even if the assay has been described in a previous article, it could be a good idea to explain also in this paper if the initial number of tumor cells raises or drops after 7 days in serum-free medium, since it could alter the sensitivity of the cells to cisplatin and docetaxel.

   **Reply:** We made additional explanation on question of tumor cells raises or drops in paragraph 1of results part, page 6.

2. **Our feedback:** In my opinion, the authors should say in the text (p7) that the correlation BRCA/cisplatin is due to the two extreme points, and that a higher number of samples would be necessary to confirm it.

   **Reply:** We have modified manuscript according to the reviewer’s valuable suggestion.